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Interferometers

● Beam size at KEKB currently measured by 
interferometer.

● Resolution fundamentally limited by opening angle 
between slits from beam.



  

Interferometer Source Parameters
LER BWSFRE KEKB KEKB-ILCDR

1.80E-08 1.50E-09 1.00E-09
1% 0.1% 0.1%

1.80E-10 1.50E-12 1.00E-12
2.42E+01 2.42E+01 2.42E+01
1.77E+01 1.77E+01 1.77E+01
6.59E-04 1.90E-04 1.55E-04
5.64E-05 5.15E-06 4.20E-06

11.69 36.97 36.97
I (A) 2 0.5 8

60 60 60
5 5 5

3.5 2.3 4
5.00E-07 5.00E-07 5.00E-07

3.77E+015 3.77E+015 3.77E+015

0.0016 0.0016 0.0016
Max Slit opening-angle D/F 0.0032 0.0032 0.0032

90% 90% 90%

1.15E-05 1.15E-05 1.15E-05

SuperB (LE)
εx(m)
κ(%)
εy(m)
βx(m)
βy(m)
σx(m)
σy(m)
σx(m)/σy(m)

Bending radius  (m)
bend angle (mrad)
Beam Energy (GeV)
Observ. wavelength  (m)
 (rad/s)


c 
(rad)

Max Visibility (fringe modulation) 
Minimum measureable beam size 
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(m)

c= 3c
 

1
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F
D  1

2
ln 1


D
F
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● Note:

● D = slit separation, F = distance from beam to slits.

● Max slit opening angle also limited physically with current chamber to ~0.003 rad 



  

Interferometers
● Current interferometers cannot quite make it to the 

resolution needed for KEKB-ILCDR (or SuperB Low-
emittance) operation at 0.1% x-y coupling
– If coupling is 0.4%, then interferometers can just about handle it.

– Possible fixes (probably a combination) to reach 0.1%:
● Increase vertical beta function at source point
● Reduce bending radius of source magnet AND increase extraction 

aperture size
● Reduce observation wavelength

– Would gain 20% if 500 um -> 400 um.
● Accept higher visibility:  90% -> 95% would take us from 12 um to 8 um.  

But error bars grow rapidly.

● Other issue:  beam current dependence
– Possibly manageable with more patient approach:  take time and 

allow system to stabilize after injection.



  

X-Ray Monitor

● Used or planned to be used at ATF, CESR, 
Spring-8, elsewhere.

● To maximize bandwidth and minimize number of 
components, we are considering the use of coded 
aperture imaging.



  

Coded Aperture Imaging
● A coded aperture is a mask used to modulate incoming light.

● A Fresnel zone plates is typically used as an X-ray lens

– Requires the use of a monochromator
● Sensitive to heat load

– ==>Beam current dependence
● Cuts available light level down drastically (1%), necessitating 

long exposure times
● A pinhole is the simplest type of coded aperture, requiring no 

monochromator (good), but having a very small aperture (bad).

● In 1968 R.H. Dicke (APJL, 153, L101, 1968) proposed the use of a 
random array of pinholes for X-ray and gamma-ray astronomy.  The 
resulting image needs to be deconvolved back through the mask 
pattern to reconstruct the pattern on the sky.



  

Coded Aperture Imaging
● Several improved mask designs have since been developed, most notably the Uniformly Redundant 

Array (URA) mask, which has the nice property that its auto-correlation is a delta function (no 
sidelobes), and it can achieve open aperture areas of up to 50%.

– For a good overview and bibliography, see http://astrophysics.gsfc.nasa.gov/cai/

● Several reconstruction methods are in use:  inversion, cross-correlation, photon tagging (back-
projection), Wiener filtering, and iterative methods such as the Maximum Entropy Method and 
Iterative Removal of Sources (IROS).

● Coded aperture imaging is now a well-established technique in X-ray astronomy, though it has not 
found widespread use outside that field.

– I have found some scattered references to uses in medical imaging, thermal neutron imaging, inertial 
confinement monitoring, and nuclear blast monitoring,  but almost all development work seems to have been 
done by X-ray and gamma-ray astronomers.

● I have found one reference to use of URA masks for the measurement of phase coherence of 
undulator radiation (J.J.A. Lin et al., “Measurement of the Spatial Coherence Function of Undulator 
Radiation using a Phase Mask,” PhysRevLett.90.074801), and they reference an earlier application to 
the same measurement of an x-ray laser (J. E. Trebes, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 68, 588 591 (1992).)  –
Note:  a 6 pinhole mask was tried at TRISTAN (A. Ogata et al., PAC 1989), but not with coded 
aperture reconstruction techniques in mind, according to Mitsuhashi.

● I believe coded aperture techniques would be useful for general beam 
profile and position diagnostics.

http://astrophysics.gsfc.nasa.gov/cai/


  

Coded Aperture Decoding

● Fenimore and Cannon, Appl. 
Optics, V17, No. 3, p. 337 (1978)

b f

● Magnification 
m=(b+f)/b

Source
pix. size
= c(b+f)/f

Source
pix. size
= c(b+f)/f

Detector
pix. size
= c(b+f)/b

Mask
min. hole size
= c



  

Modified URA Mask, Anti-mask, and Cross-correlation

● Image is encoded using mask and decoded using anti-mask, where cross-correlation between mask and 
anti-mask is delta function.

● Pixel transparency determined by Jacobi function:

– Is (pixel index)%DIM == (i*i)%DIM for any 1<i<DIM?

● Yes/No->Open/Closed.
● 2-D case based on inverse XOR of both indices.

● Note:  Fresnel zone plates can in principle also be used as coded apertures.  (Barrett, H.H., Horrigan, F.A.: 
1973, Appl. Opt., 12, 2686)



  

Examples
● As an illustrative example, here is a simulation of a 13x13 pixel source 

image, projected through a 13x13 Modified URA mask onto a 26x26 CCD.

– The image represents a beam with σy=5 μm (typical of ILC Damping 
Ring study mode, or SuperB super-low emittance mode) and 
σx=10μm, with minimum mask pinholes 4 μm on a side.

– With a 5:1 magnification factor (e.g., mask 6 meters downstream of 
source, and CCD 24 meters downstream of mask), the CCD pixels would 
be 25 μm on a side, which is about the size of the x-ray CCD in use at 
the ATF.  The source resolution elements would be 5 μm on a side.

● The reconstruction method used is direct decoding.

● In the second case, a random scattering of 10% noise has been added to 
the CCD image, which has then been reconstructed via decoding.



  

Source Image Detector Image

Reconstructed Horizontal and Vertical Profiles

Reconstruction



  

Source Image Mask CCD Image

Reconstructed Image and Profiles

URA Mask, Decoded, with 10% noise on CCD



  

Drill hole in Q magnet

Shave yoke

Extraction chamber
（w/ photon stop)

X-ray

1m

30m

detector

Weak bend
SR source bend

Normal bend
X-ray source bend

Diagrams: S. Hiramatsu + H. Fukuma

LER X-ray beam monitor
line candidate position 1
(other candidate position,

at arc mid-point,
not shown)



  

X-Ray Source Bend (B2P.53)



  

X-Ray Source & Beamline Parameters
LER B2P.53 KEKB KEKB-ILCDR

1.80E-08 1.50E-09 1.00E-09
κ(%) 1% 0.1% 0.1%

1.80E-10 1.50E-12 1.00E-12
1.80E+01 1.80E+01 1.80E+01
2.20E+01 2.20E+01 2.20E+01
5.69E-04 1.64E-04 1.34E-04
6.29E-05 5.74E-06 4.69E-06

9.05 28.6 28.6
I(a) 2 0.5 8
Bending radius (m) 13.76 13.76 13.76

56 56 56
3.5 2.3 3.8

0.15 0.15 0.15
Window size (mm) 10 10 10
Window to beam (m) 5 5 5
Power on window (kW) 0.600 0.150 2.400
Power after window (kW) 0.300 0.075 1.200
Mask size (mm) 1 1 1
Beam to mask (m) 6 6 6
Power on mask (kW) 0.025 0.006 0.100
Mask to Detector (m) 24 24 24

SuperB (LE)
εx(m)

εy(m)
βx(m)
βy(m)
σx(m)
σy(m)
σx(m)/σy(m)

bend angle (mrad)
Beam Energy (GeV)
kW/mrad/Ampere



  

X-ray attenuation lengths



  

Energy dependence of attenuation and scattering
● Compton, Rayleigh scattering start to become significant above ~ 20 keV



  

Assumptions
● Beam -> mask: 6 m

● Mask -> CCD: 24 m => 5x magnification

● Be window thickness:  1 mm

● Al filter/window thickness:  0.5 mm

● Mask:  4 um-thick Tantalum on 2 um-thick SiC

– Outer size:  0.04 mrad (V) x 5*0.04 mrad (H) (0.24 x 1.2 um @ 6 m)
● Useful vertical size limited by critical angle

● CCD quantum efficiency:  10%

– ~true for direct detection CCD

– higher for fluorescent screen



  

Schematic Layout
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b f



  

X-Ray Flux for KEKB in ILCDR  study 
mode

c=
0.58


[

c

]
−1/2

F=1.33x1013 EGeV 2

K.J. Kim, AIP Conf.
Proc.184 (1989)

Flux through
mask holes

Flux through
mask shadow
region (Ta)

H2y=y2K2 /3
2
y /2

≫c

×I A H2/c ;



  

KEKB-ILCDR mode
Gamma =  4.500978e+03
Critical energy =  1.945305e+00  keV
Total source power =  2.812707e-02  kW/mrad
Flux from source:   1.62907e+17  photons/s/mr^2/Ampere
Flux after  0.1  cm Be:   1.91572e+16  photons/s/mr^2/Ampere
Flux after  0.05  cm Al:   2.12417e+14  photons/s/mr^2/Ampere
Flux after  0.0004  cm Ta:   7.37955e+13  photons/s/mr^2/Ampere
Flux after  0.0002  cm SiC:   2.10648e+14  photons/s/mr^2/Ampere
Flux after  10  cm Air:   2.03274e+14  photons/s/mr^2/Ampere
Flux through  0.008  mr^2 mask:  1.6262e+12  photons/s/Ampere
Flux/turn 1.6262e+07  photons/turn/Ampere
Flux/mA/bunch 16262  photons/turn/mA/bunch
Detected signal 1626.2  photons/turn/mA/bunch
Detected background 566.748  photons/turn/mA/bunch
On-axis power from source:   0.0736069  kW/mr^2/Ampere
On-axis power after  0.1  cm Be:   0.0190535  kW/mr^2/Ampere
On-axis power after  0.05  cm Al:   0.000446705  kW/mr^2/Ampere
On-axis power after  0.0004  cm Ta:   0.000164321  kW/mr^2/Ampere
On-axis power after  0.0002  cm SiC:   0.000443388  kW/mr^2/Ampere
On-axis power after  10  cm Air:   0.000429463  kW/mr^2/Ampere



  

But, diffraction effect is not small, as 
Mitsuhashi points out

● x-ray:  5 keV

● URA mask:  23x23

● Hole size:  2.4 um

● Distance from mask to 
camera:   3 m

● Diffraction calculated using 
Zemax

● This can in principle still be 
reconstructed if we know 
the spectrum, using 
iterative methods such 
as maximum entropy.



  

Vertical-only mask: 1x31
Much faster reconstruction when using 

iterative methods (1-D vs 2-D problem)

Autocorrelation1-D URA Mask



  

Vertical-only mask: 1x31, 4 um min. aperture
Irradiance as function of photon energy.  Mask->detector = 24 m

12.4 keV6.2 keV 24.8 keV

Averaged over spectrum



  

Source Image Mask Irradiance w/diffraction CCD Image

Reconstructed Image and Profile

URA 1x31 x 4 um; Decoding; Beam sigy=5 um, spec. 5-30 keV; No Noise



  

Source Image CCD Image

Reconstructed Image and Profile

URA 1x31 x 4 um; Max. Ent. reconstruction; Beam sigy=5 um, 5-30 keV; No Noise
Mask Irradiance w/diffraction



  

Source Image Detector Image

Reconstructed Image and Profile

URA 1x31 x 4 um; Iterative reconstruct. ;  Beam sigy=5 um, 5-30 keV; 10% Noise

Mask Irradiance w/diffraction



  

Test mask and slits (in fabrication)



  

Detector & Readout
● Collaboration with U. Hawaii and Cornell on 

detector and high-speed readout systems.

● Readout design, based on UH experience for 
other experiments, aims for 6 GS/s initially 
(interleaved) using high-speed sampling 
ASICs designed by G. Varner.

– Ultimate goal (dream?): read out head and tail 
of bunch separately. 

E-cloud induced head-tail motion simulation,
adapted from E. Benedetto et al, PAC07, 4033 (2007) Specs. & Diagram:  G. Varner



  

Detector & Readout (cont.)

● Detector:  J. Alexander and M. Palmer have been testing 
Hamamatsu G9494-512 InGaAs photodiode array, which has a 25 
m pixel pitch and 30-35 ps rise/fall times, but without the 
Hamamatsu-provided video readout backend, which is too slow for 
bunch monitoring purposes.

● A 1000-element, 25 m pitch GaAs sensor array is also being 
constructed by LightSpin, Inc., and should be available for testing 
soon. (G. Varner)

● To minimize capacitance and readout time, an integrated detector 
and digitizer on one chip may ultimately be needed. Initially 
however, we will pursue detector investigation and ADC 
development using a separate array, then work towards an 
integrated system.



  

Conclusion
● Coded Aperture Imaging seems to be a realistic possibility for x-ray beam 

profile and position monitoring.

● Work needs to be done on selecting an appropriate mask pattern and 
reconstruction method.

– URA decoding is very fast, but cannot handle diffraction effects, for which 
we need iterative methods.

● But in principle, a relatively simple system might be able to be constructed 
from, say, a beryllium window in the beam pipe at a source bend, a mask, and 
an x-ray CCD, plus perhaps an aluminum filter if needed to reduce power.

● Status:

– Prototype mask being fabricated now.

– Initial testing of mask prototypes using x-ray source tube at KEK PF.  After 
that, need beam test somewhere.  (Hint, hint)

– Applied for kakenhi money to conduct further development of masks and 
detector/readout components.  (KEK, U. Hawaii, Cornell.)


